
5add oomph, impact 
and WoW to your 
speeches with...... 

voice tips 



5 make your audience      love you, 
remember you, 

and remember what you’ve said!

and all it takes are 5 simple 
but super e�ective voice tips



tip1
talk

1
Louder

Why is this useful?  It “announces” to the listener’s 
unconscious mind, “hey this is important, pay attention”.
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tip2
talk Softer

Why is this useful?  Your audience will strain to 
listen as they don’t want to miss out on what 

you’re saying.



tip3
talkFaster

32
Why is this useful?  You sound excited and when 

you sound excited your audience gets excited too!
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tip4
talk Slower

4
Why is this useful?  Your audience will ask 

themselves “why’s the speaker slowing down? 
Must be important so I’d better listen carefully”.
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5tip

combine
all 4 tips

softer
faster

louder
slower
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Martin Luther King 
“I Have a Dream”
He usually spoke quite loud but went really 
loud to emphasise his main points.

Steve Jobs
“let me introduce the iPhone to you”

Most of speech at normal pace and volume 
but went louder at important parts.

Obama
“Yes We Can”
Mostly normal pace and volume but loud 
and fast when he wanted to add oomph 
and Wow to Yes We Can!

Here’s three of our best pals who followed our advice.  
They didn’t do too badly in life did they?



Just do it!
Nike

(don’t think about doing it, don’t 
wonder if you should do it, just do it!)



I promise ... 

to use these 5 simple yet super 
e�ect voice tips immediately!  I 

don’t care if my friends and family 
think I’ve gone mad, I’m going to 
just do it and add oomph, impact 
and WoW to my speeches NOW!



Follow us on WeChat

Or �nd us on Weibo
@stickysteps



jeff@stickysteps.cool  |  www.stickysteps.cool  |  137 0163 3139

Sticky Steps
The cool path to essential skills 


